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Bonze Annette Rose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com>

Update on request for Voucher Extension to IHA & ERAP
1 message

barmayden AnneRose Blayk <bonzesaunders@gmail.com> Thu, Aug 12, 2021 at 2:42 PM
To: Kim Morrell <kmorrell@lawny.org>, Ed Mekeel <edmekeel@hotmail.com>, Rosie-Anne Quvus
<bonzesaunders@gmail.com>

I submitted a request to the Ithaca Housing Authority for another Voucher Extension yesterday; Kim also wanted an
update on the status I see for the ERAP Application on my Tenant account, so I'm attaching a screenshot of the
current status.

Alas, Ed, Judge Greener of Newfield Town Court dismissed my Small Claims Court filing for $2,000 back from
Francisco Berry P.C., so you won't be getting $2,000 there, but neither will I!

On the other hand, two local judges have now in hand my notarized assertion of Perjury etc. against Savithri Satti MD
of the Elmira Psychiatric Center, filed at risk of being charged with a Class A Misdemeanor for entering a false
statement, which is kind of interesting if you assume that maybe these guys are going to catch on that they're being
scammed, as is the public that has to subsidize crooked psychiatric involuntary hospitalizations through Medicaid! 

thanks
- Rosie-Anne Quvus aka bonze blayk!

PS: On entry to the Behavioral Services Unit of Cayuga Medical Center on December 25 2016, Mahfuzur Rahman MD
asserted I had been seen "wandering homeless on the streets of Binghamton," which is kind of interesting in a
spectacularly sleazy fashion. ?
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